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I. 
THE APPOINTED RESEARCH TASK 

During the sixteenth century the Czech Kingdom, even in European rela-
tions, was characterized by an intense tolerance towards religious groups. 
The three historical territories (Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia) were distinct 
from their political, social, and religious situation even before the battle of 
White Mountain, and these differences became even more visible after los-
ing the fight. In Bohemia firstly they started with the chase and the confisca-
tion of riches of Czech noblemen who were the supporters of Frederick of 
Pfalz. In 1622 they made regulations against the Lutheran priests and during 
the same year the Jesuits also took over the University of Prague. In Mora-
via even before the battle of White Mountain Franz Dietrichstein took care 
of the violent proselytization in his extensive estates, and after losing the 
battle these processes became more intense. In Moravian territories, similar-
ly to Bohemia, the beginning of the chase of the Lutheran priests and the 
process of banishing them out of the country started at the same time. As 
opposed to this, in Silesia the majority of inhabitants was Lutheran, and 
among the noblemen a portion even Calvinist, therefore the plans of the 
execution of re-Catholicization were established only in 1625. 

After losing the battle King Frederick and the unaccepted upper-class 
members of the feudal uprising were the first to leave the Czech Kingdom, a 
great number of them even left the Holy Roman Empire and looked for 
refuge in cities in the low countries. The majority of civil and intellectual 
classes did not travel that far, the great number of those who after the peace-
making between Gábor Bethlen and the emperor in 1624 saw that the situa-
tion did not show the signs of improvement chose the path of emigration. 
The non-Catholic middle class and the clergy (majority of whom were the 
members of Czech–Moravian brotherhood) by utilizing their connections 
left toward Poland and Upper Hungary. At the beginning the banished refu-
gees were taken under the wings of Hungarian lords, firstly of the Lutheran 
Illésházys, Révays, Thurzós, and Ostrosiths and later of the Calvinist 
Rákóczi family. In Upper Hungary the baronial families, who had larger 
estates, settled the refugees in their own land and occasionally it also oc-
curred that they even provided some privileges for them in order to ease the 
process of integration. The integration into the new communities were obvi-
ously the most effortless and rapid in the case of Lutherans, as their denom-
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ination belonged to admitted religions. The Czech–Moravian brothers in the 
greatest number settled in estates lying next to the Moravian border, howev-
er the free practice of religion did not waited them there, because in Hunga-
ry the four conventional religions (receptae religiones) did not contain the 
stream of the Czech brotherhood. In the territories of Upper Hungary Slavs, 
Germans, and Hungarians lived together, therefore the linguistic variegation 
eased the integration of transmigrant Czech and Moravian exiles in the cit-
ies, and otherwise it also resulted cultural interlocking with the local com-
munity. As an intellectual centre the printing-office – which the exiles 
brought with themselves and which was primarily used for printing writings 
emergent in their circles – can be appointed. The printer family which es-
caped from Prague in the time of the religious persecution and brought away 
their printing equipment settled in the estates of the Illésházy family. The 
printing-house was functioning with the support of the Illésházy family for 
27 years and it was used to print Czech, Latin, German, and Hungarian 
texts. The newly settled intellectuals around Trenčín relied consistently on 
the potential of print publicity producing a great variety of occasional writ-
ings. Out of this corpus it was the funeral sermon that provided the most 
striking example for the representational function of these texts. 

In my doctoral dissertation I undertook to review the Biblical Czech fu-
neral sermons printed in Hungary, my research begins with the analysis of 
the oldest printed text. The four larger chapters of the dissertation are writ-
ten with the validation of independent investigational aspects and my re-
search introduces the situation of the Czech exile intellectual class, its litera-
cy materials and their effect on the middle class of Upper Hungary which 
admitted the refugees. The funeral sermons are the major identity-mediators 
of the era. With the help of the examined printed corpus the urban and reli-
gious identity, which was formed due to coexistence of Czech, Hungarian, 
Slavic, and German communities in the seventeenth century in Upper Hun-
gary, and which was also shaped by these texts, can be clearly presented. 
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II. 
COMPLETED TASK, SOURCES, METHODS 

The corpus of texts examined during my investigations incorporates all 
the Biblical Czech language funeral sermons printed before 1711. A total of 
21 printed volumes were published between 1637 and 1711 that included 41 
funeral sermons occasioned by the passing away of 28 members of the 
community. Until 1659 all funeral sermons were printed out in the exile 
printing-office in Trenčín, later in 1684 in Levoča the Brewer-press pub-
lished the funeral sermon of Johannes Andricius upon the death of Helena 
Ladiverová born as Sinapius, and in 1704 the exile printing-office trans-
ferred from Trenčín to Žilina published the funeral sermon which was deliv-
ered upon the death of the owner of the printing office, Ján Dadan by Daniel 
Krman. 

The only noble deceased of the textual corpus is Kateřina Zahrádecková, 
born as Sedlnická, for whose respect two printed matters were published 
which contained three funeral sermons. Thirty-four funeral sermons belong 
to middle class, among which nine sermons were written about civil wives, 
eight about prestigious commoners, thirteen about children (these were 
delivered at the funerals of five girls and five boys). The funeral sermons 
held above children of wealthy middle-class parents were printed in collec-
tions, such kind of printed texts were published for the respect of children of 
the Jon family in 1637, of the Boček family in 1639, and of the Sivý family 
also in 1639. Only six funeral sermons can be linked to the clergy. Among 
the deceased sixteen were women, twenty sermons were delivered upon 
their death; thirteen of them were men, and also twenty sermons were ad-
dressed as a gesture of reverence. 

Out of the 41 sermons 19 were written upon the death of certain expatri-
ates and another 9 were produced as a gesture of reverence addressed to an 
offspring of the exiles. So two third of this corpus of Upper Hungary is 
connected to the history of Czech or Moravian emigrant families. It appears 
that using the benefits of print publicity was the utmost representational 
strategy implied by the exiled elite, a promotional practice that spread all 
over Upper Hungary. Apart from one single case, all the other deceased 
persons were Lutherans. This single exception was Ján Efron Hranický, a 
Calvinist belonging to the community of Czech Brethren. Upon his death 
Ezechiel Jabín Mezřický, his colleague as a preacher, delivered a funeral 
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sermon in 1658, and he also belonged to the Helvetian stream of the Czech 
brotherhood. The native language of the deceased, without any exception, 
were Slavic. 
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III. 
RESULTS, USABILITY 

The most detailed chapter of the dissertation deals with a brief review of 
the most relevant characteristics of the argumentation and textual properties 
of the examined texts. Having established the dispositional properties of 37 
funeral sermons (this is the number of the texts still available today out of 
the 41 prints), this chapter also describes the determining elements of erudi-
tion prevalent in these texts. Thus I have accomplished to reveal the peculi-
arities of the sermons through an accurate summarizing and paraphrasing of 
their content. I have engaged in a statistical examination in order to survey 
the Bible citations and references as most influential examples of intertextu-
ality within the orations. On the other hand a completely different analysis 
has been carried out to identify non-Biblical references. The limited number 
of these sources facilitated their complete registration and made possible the 
identification of their presumable origins. 

The third part of my thesis investigates the increasing use of the Biblical 
Czech language in Upper Hungary and also evaluates the appearance of 
’Slovakising’ tendencies. Lutheranism in seventeenth century Royal Hunga-
ry was generally associated with linguistically distinct social groups. The 
Czech exiles who moved to Upper Hungary easily integrated into the local 
Slavic-speaking communities where the expatriate and Lutheran clergy 
consistently relied on the Kralice Bible and its particular seventeenth centu-
ry language specificities during the performance of daily sermons. The ex-
amined corpus was also printed in Biblical Czech language and the Bible 
verses quoted in the sermons originated from the Kralice Bible. 

The fourth chapter of my thesis establishes the literary peculiarities of 
the funeral sermons. The corpus of the texts analysed all belong to the genre 
of early modern sermon as no printed Biblical Czech language orations 
survived before 1711. These sermons display clear signs of the impact of 
Hyperius’s homiletic theory; the sermons visibly follow the structural pat-
tern consisting of five consecutive components called uses that has been 
rigorously applied. It appears that the use of the pericope in the practice of 
Lutheran preachers was tailored to the demands of the thorough changes 
brought by Reformation. Still, there were cases of individual endeavours 
that transgressed the imposed conventions and they brought about the emer-
gence of genuine types of collective representations. The Biblical verses of 
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the church lectures of the recurring feasts frequently occurred in occasional 
sermons as well. I have identified seven pericopes that has either been in-
corporated in the introduction of the sermon or has been chosen as its Bibli-
cal text. The consecutive subchapter deals with the use of the exempla. I 
delineated them observing the criterion of the functions associated to them. 
Accordingly, three major functions have been elaborated, such as: ethical 
teaching, dogmatic teaching, and theological controversy. 

The concluding chapter emphasises two major considerations originating 
from cultural and historical anthropology. The first insight reflects on the 
attitude of the preachers contributing with reflections to the confessional and 
theological controversies of their age. One of the most frequently recurring 
issue of our corpus is the doctrine of the “soul sleep”. The other equally 
significant issue is the historical and philosophical aspect influencing the 
standpoint of the preachers in political matters. 

The most important goal of the dissertation was to present the processes 
which started due to the integration of the intellectual circle escaping from 
the Czech Kingdom and attended in the cities in Upper Hungary, in the light 
of the introduction and the analysis of the so far unexamined corpus of Hun-
garian literary history. One of the most essential processes is the strengthen-
ing status of the Biblical Czech language in the literacy of Slavs, opposed to 
which the establishment of the independent Slovak literacy started to devel-
op due to the reassurance of Péter Pázmány in the community of Catholic 
Slavs. I considered it important to completely register the path of lives of all 
the persons mentioned in the funeral sermons (in several cases only the 
database found in the Appendix contains the information of the given per-
son). 

During the completion of the dissertation I was intent on interpreting the 
results on such a way as these would not only be admitted by the profes-
sional circles, but also by the broader public. Following the completion of 
the dissertation – if the opportunity will be given – I intent to develop the 
chapters and to share it with the public in a form of a monograph. The textu-
al corpus of the dissertation is constituted by the printed funeral sermons in 
Biblical Czech, but later I would like to examine the Biblical Czech sermons 
which only remained in a form of manuscripts. The presented corpus is an 
exceptionally rich source-material which offers a lot of novelty for the re-
searchers of the era. 
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